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CharaCters
Generation
Make a character as per your favorite version of Cthulhu.

Converting Checks
Rolling equal to or under a skill total is a hit.  Rolling under 20% 
of a skill is an Impale (strong hit). 

Impale means rolling 20% of the skill or less. 
Success means rolling the skill score or below but above 20% 
Miss means above the score. 99 and 00 are always a miss. 98 too, 
if you want. 

Example
A Spot Hidden Skill of 70% has an impale of 14%.  

the Clouded roll
Some moves use a Clouded Roll to leave the players uncertain of 
what they learn because doubt and the unknown are critical to 
horror. 

To make a Clouded roll: 1d100 via 3d10, with different colored 
dice. Pre-roll GM secretly selects two colors to read. 

the Moves
To do it, do it.
Player describes action. 
GM tells the Player what skill and move to roll, if required. 
Player may offer other related skill.  If this is not clear, return 
to the “to do it, do it.”  The player has the burden to modify the 
description of the action in terms of the skill they intended to use.  
The GM is then free to modify the score (+/-) to reflect just how 
ineffective the skill substitution is. 

The GM should also feel free to modify the check given circum-
stances.  Some facts might be harder to find; some phenomena 
and theory harder to learn.  Apply penalties and bonuses as the 
fiction dictates.

Research
When a character researches in a formal, academic way seeking 
a broader understanding of a specific fact, theory or phenomena 
make a Clouded Roll + Skill. 

Impale =  If question involved a fact, reveal phenomenon.  If 
question involved phenomenon reveal theory. 
Success = As above, but revealed information is incomplete, 
vague and open to interpretation OR it comes at a cost.  
Miss = Make a move, most likely introduce Red Herring* (see 
GM moves)

Possible Skills: Library Use, academics skills, psychology (to 
interview). 

The cost could be sanity, time, or positioning. 
e.g., Sure you can find the letter in that stack, but it will be after 
midnight when you leave the library . . . 

Investigate
When a character seeks specific facts to test a phenomena make a 
Clouded Roll + Skill. 

Impale = Reveal fact (or rule out a fact) regarding a specific 
phenomena. 
Success = Reveal (or rule out) fact as above but information is in-
complete, vague and open to interpretation OR it comes at a cost. 
Miss = Make a GM move, most likely introduce Red Herring 
Fact* (see Below)

Almost any skill can be used, depending on context. 

Take a Moment and Scan the Area
When the player is not testing a phenomena by looking for a 
specific fact, but just looking around to get a feel for the situation, 
reading the threat level, looking for things out of the ordinary, 
plotting some future action, then roll + Skill.  If they act on the 
answer they take a 20% bonus to the roll. 

Impale, Ask 3
Success, Ask 1
- What should I be on the look out for? 
- What is my best escape route?
- What is out of place here? 

Likely skills for this are Listen and Spot Hidden.  Though more 
academic skills like Architecture or Geography might apply.  Idea 
checks might also make sense. Again, to do it, do it-- refer to the 
actions of the character.   Always opt for the Investigate move if 
they are looking for facts. 

Mythos Knowledge
When the player reflects on their mythos knowledge given a 
situation Roll + Cthulhu Mythos.  The GM will also ask you a few 
questions, answer them.  

Impale=The GM will tell you something new and interesting 
about the current situation.   The GM will also ask you few ques-
tions, answer them. 
Success= The GM will give you an impression or the GM might 
give you concrete information but you lose some sanity, stall or 
hesitate.  

Read a Person
When you are interacting with a person in a charged interaction 
roll + skill.
Impale= Hold 3
Success=Hold 1
While interacting with them, spend them 1 for 1. 
- What does it seem like this person really wants? 
- What also would need to be true (or false) if what they just told 
me is true? 
- What is this person really feeling? 
- What does this person wish I would do right now?
- How could I get this person to ________? 

Seriously Commit to Violence 
When character commits to violence toward another entity if 
they don’t get what they want.  (And what they want can be the 
target submitting to violence).  Roll +Weapon Skill. 
 
Impale= Target either: does what you want or sucks it up and 
takes impale damage from weapon
Success= Target either:  does what you want, takes non-impale 
damage, gets the hell out of your way, barricades themselves 
securely in, gives you something they think you want, back off 
calmly, hands where you can see, tell you what you want to know 
(or what you want to hear). 
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Influence a Stranger
When you ask a stranger to do you a favor.  Roll + Skill 
 Impale:
- They do it but they need immediate compensation. 
Success: 
- They do it but they need excessive compensation right now. 
Modify the skill (+/-) based on the reasonableness of the 
request. 

Influence an Acquaintance
When you ask an acquaintance for a favor that is not in their best 
interest.  Roll +Skill.
Impale
- They do it with just a promise of compensation. 
Success
- They do it, but they need concrete assurance of compensation 
right now.

Influence Friend or Family 
When you ask a friend or family member for help.   Roll +skill. 
Take 3
Take 1
- They don’t need to know why as a condition of helping you. 
- They help you. 
- They don’t spread rumors to other friends and family about 
you.

Sanity Check?
- Roll Will/Idea

Harm Check? 
When you suffer harm, Roll +(Luck - dmg done).  
Impale: Nothing
Success: Footing, drop something etc ..  
Miss: Do above or add Impale damage.

Overcoming Obstacles 
When you try to overcome an obstacle with real, concrete conse-
quences of failure, roll +skill.  
Impale: You do it.
Success:  You can do it, but you’ve flinched, hesitated or stalled.  
The GM will offer you a hard bargain or ugly choice. 

Run Away Screaming
When there is a path to escape and you abandon all other con-
cerns to save yourself roll + Skill
Impale:
- You did it, somehow you got away
Success:
- You got away, but it cost you.  You dropped something, hurt 
yourself or the like. 

Help 
When you help someone make a + Current Sanity. 
Impale: +20% to roll
Success: +20% to roll and you are also exposed to the danger. 

Interfere
When you interfere with someone make a +Skill Check
Impale: -30% to roll
Success: -30% to roll and you are also exposed to danger, retribu-
tion and the like. 


